We discuss the partitioning of a quantum system by subsystem separation through unitary blockdiagonalization (SSUB) applied to a Fock operator. For a one-particle Hilbert space, this separation can be formulated in a very general way. Therefore, it can be applied to very different partitionings ranging from those driven by features in the molecular structure (such as a solute surrounded by solvent molecules or an active site in an enzyme) to those that aim at an orbital separation (such as core-valence separation). Our framework embraces recent developments of Manby and Miller as well as older ones of Huzinaga and Cantu. Projector-based embedding is simplified and accelerated by SSUB. Moreover, it directly relates to decoupling approaches for relativistic four-component many-electron theory. For a Fock operator based on the Dirac one-electron Hamiltonian, one would like to separate the so-called positronic (negative-energy) states from the electronic bound and continuum states. The exact two-component (X2C) approach developed for this purpose becomes a special case of the general SSUB framework and may therefore be viewed as a systemenvironment decoupling approach. Moreover, for SSUB there exists no restriction with respect to the number of subsystems that are generated -in the limit, decoupling of all single-particle states is recovered, which represents exact diagonalization of the problem. The fact that a Fock operator depends on its eigenvectors poses challenges to all system-environment decoupling approaches and is discussed in terms of the SSUB framework. Apart from improved conceptual understanding, these relations bring about technical advances as developments in different fields can immediately cross-fertilize one another. As an important example we discuss the atomic decomposition of the unitary block-diagonalization matrix in X2C-type approaches that can inspire approaches for the efficient partitioning of large total systems based on SSUB.
I. INTRODUCTION
The quantum mechanical study of isolated molecular systems has been an important endeavor. Examples range from scrutinizing our understanding of fundamental physical theory (as highlighted, for instance, by the high resolution results available for the dihydrogen binding energy [1] [2] [3] ) to analyzing vast amounts of experimental (gas-phase) data in great detail (examples can be found in astrochemistry 4, 5 as well as in atmospheric and combustion chemistry 6 ). However, the majority of experiments in chemistry considers molecules in some specific environment (in solution, on surfaces, in solid bulk, in enzymes and so forth), which poses huge challenges for their theoretical description.
Naturally, a plethora of approximations has been developed to cope with situations in which a local phenomenon, i.e., one that can be described by studying only a subsystem, is embedded into some environment that more or less strongly interacts with the subsystem. Some of these embedding approaches were driven by chemical and physical insights resting on rather ad hoc theoretical bases of which quantum-mechanics molecular-mechanics (QMMM) coupling [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] is the most prominent example a) Electronic mail: markus.reiher@phys.chem.ethz.ch (corresponding author)
including its sophisticated variants such as polarizable embedding theories [14] [15] [16] . Various fragmentation and embedding approaches were conceived to enhance computational efficiency by reducing the number of one-particle basis functions or by fragmenting the system, which also make calculations amenable to massive parallelization; examples can be found in Refs. 17-24. From the more formal point of view of quantum theory, nesting a subsystem into an environment of one or more subsystems requires the adoption of open-system quantum mechanics, 25, 26 which in principle can cope with any such situation. For an open quantum system, manyparticle basis states defined on a subsystem may not necessarily conserve particle number as they can be combined with states from the environment to produce a total state of, in most practical cases, fixed particle number. The total state may then be expanded in terms of a (tensor) product basis where the double sum runs over indices that refer to subsystem (sub)states and to environment (sub)states. Such a partitioning of a system can be directly exploited to optimize basis states on a subsystem in numerical procedures. The density matrix renormalization group algorithm 27, 28 is an example, where in each iteration step a total many-particle state may be viewed as being decomposed into a product basis of substates defined on a system and an environment of orbitals.
A very special decomposition is the Schmidt decomposition 29, 30 , which restricts the double sum over product states to a single sum by connecting each state on a system to exactly one (specially prepared, e.g., contracted) many-particle state of the environment. It is this decomposition that has prompted Knizia and Chan to define an efficient embedding model called density matrix embedding theory (DMET) 31, 32 . DMET exploits the fact that a potentially small number of relevant system states couples, by virtue of the Schmidt decomposition, to only the same number of states in the environment, no matter how large the latter is. Obviously, the optimization of such environment states might be considered as complicated as solving the full quantum problem for the total system (i.e., for subsystem and environment). To arrive at a practical DMET approach, Knizia and Chan proposed a meanfield approximation for the environment states. 31, 32 The mean-field approximation to the general DMET has been studied in detail by them, 31, 32 by Scuseria and co-workers 33, 34 , and by van Voorhis and co-workers 35, 36 .
Mean-field environments had been considered for systemenvironment partitioning before the introduction of DMET. The motivation for this has always been the observation that a part of a total system may be subject to strong quantum correlations whereas for the rest a meanfield approach can be chosen, which is usually taken to be Kohn-Sham density functional theory (KS-DFT) 37, 38 . Within DFT, it is possible to define density-based formulations of a system-environment embedding. [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] The strongly correlated part of a molecule, i.e., the system, may also be described by an accurate wave-functiontheory approach [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] if deemed necessary to allow for better error control.
Mean-field approximations lend themselves to studying quantum system partitioning at the single-particle level, i.e., at the level of the one-particle equations of motion that describe the dynamics of an electron in a meanfield potential. Obviously, Hartree-Fock and KohnSham equations are the most popular targets for such a decomposition. In this work, we will present a general unitary-transformation-based partitioning approach for single-particle equations. We would like to emphasize, however, that these single-particle equations do not need to be of the mean-field type. Our unitary decoupling approach will apply to any single-particle equation, which could, for instance, be of a multi-configuration selfconsistent-field type, in which configuration-interaction state parameters enter the electron-electron interaction at the one-particle level.
We briefly mention that other embedding theories exploit different formulations of the quantum mechanical equations of motion.
Examples are the selfenergy embedding theory of Zgid that starts from a Green's function formalism [67] [68] [69] , the dynamical meanfield theory of Georges and Kotliar for the description of impurities [70] [71] [72] [73] , and work that allows one to nest different quantum formalisms into one another [74] [75] [76] . Also active-orbital space methods [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] can be viewed as embedding approaches nesting a set of strongly statically correlated orbitals considered for exact diagonalization into the complementary space of all other less correlated orbitals, as recently exploited by Shiozaki and coworkers in what they call the active space decomposition method [83] [84] [85] .
Whereas all general open-quantum-system methods operate, as they should, on the many-particle state level, such separations of a system into subsystems can be leveraged by a properly prepared one-particle basis from which the many-particle states are then constructed (either in the usual way by tensor products or in a meanfield sense for KS-DFT). This was recently demonstrated in the work of Manby, Miller, and co-workers on different variants of embedding 52,61,63 and we come back to their embedding approaches later in this work.
In this work, we consider the separation of a quantum system by a suitable linear combination of one-electron basis states that allows us to provide a separation according to any desired target, which may be defined in terms of an underlying nuclear framework or by exploiting a separation of one-particle states based on some energy criterion (producing, for instance, core-valence separation within an atomic or molecular structure). Our approach is designed to be efficient and generally applicable. It even relates to exact two-component relativistic theories. However, the fact that a Fock operator usually depends on the solution of a one-particle equation (as, in general, the 4-current or the electron density (matrix) is required to represent the interaction) will pose difficulties for all such embedding approaches, but at the same time, facilitates the proposition of suitable approximations. Within our general framework, we will show that approximations developed for exact two-component approaches may cross-fertilize developments in embedding theories by Miller and Manby.
II. ONE-ELECTRON HILBERT SPACE
We discuss the partitioning of a system at the level of a one-electron equation and assume that one can construct a Fock matrix for the total system and eventually diagonalize it. Clearly, if the system is very large, this will become a problem. For such cases, it will be necessary to introduce focused methods to construct and diagonalize Fock matrices, which are, for instance, known in planewave calculations. QMMM may be viewed as a radical solution that treats part of a system classical so that it does not at all contribute any basis states for the representation of the Fock operator, whereas semiempirical methods 86-98 allow one to approximate fairly large Fock matrices.
For the sake of brevity, we focus on mean-field equations and consider the restricted formalism only. An extension to an unrestricted formalism is straightforward. We first give a concise overview on the general formalism to introduce a unified notation and keep our account selfcontained.
The Fock matrix F is the representation of a Fock operatorF within a basis B consisting of N B basis functions,
The Fock matrix F depends on the density matrix P, F [P] . It is the sum of the one-electron matrix H, which does not depend on the density matrix P, and the twoelectron matrix V = V[P],
both of which are hermitian. The (closed-shell) density matrix P,
is calculated from the molecular orbitals ψ occ i , which occupy the Hartree-Fock (HF) Slater determinant, in the chosen basis,
where the c
iocc are elements of a vector c iocc representing the i-th occupied orbital in this basis. All vectors c iocc enter C occ as column vectors. Their determination requires diagonalization of the Fock matrix F. The one-electron matrix H consists of contributions from the kinetic energy of an electron and the potential energy arising from the attractive Coulomb interaction between an electron and the N nuc nuclei of the system. We write its matrix elements H ij in Hartree atomic units (used throughout) as
with the Laplace operator in three dimensions ∆, the nuclear charge number of the I-th nucleus Z I , and the Euclidean distance r I between the integration coordinate and the position of nucleus I.
In a general framework that considers Hartree-Fock and Kohn-Sham density functional theory on the same algorithmic footing, the two-electron matrix V[P] may be thought of as consisting of the two-electron Coulomb matrix J[P], the two-electron exchange matrix K[P] and the Kohn-Sham exchange-correlation matrix V xc [P],
where α mixes in exact (Hartree-Fock) exchange that needs to be corrected for in V xc (not shown). In HartreeFock theory, α=1 and β=0 in Eq. (6) . In Kohn-Sham density functional theory, β=1 and α controls the amount of exact exchange admixture.
Each component of V depends on the one-electron density matrix P. The elements of the Coulomb matrix J[P] and the exchange matrix K[P] are calculated from the two-electron repulsion integrals evaluated in the chosen basis as
and
respectively. Here, r 12 denotes the Euclidean distance between the two integration coordinates. In Kohn-Sham density functional theory 37, 38 , the exchange-correlation matrix V xc [P] is calculated from the exchange-correlation
with the electron density ρ[P],
where we assume real orbitals.
The electronic energy E el [P] is the sum of the Coulomb energy of all nuclei E nuc , the one-electron energy E H [P], the Coulomb and exchange energies E JK [α,P], and the exchange-correlation functional E xc [P],
The Coulomb energy of all nuclei is calculated as
The one-electron energy E H [P] collects the density matrix weighted contributions from the corresponding oneelectron matrix H,
The energy contribution E JK [α,P] is evaluated from the Coulomb and exchange matrices J and K, respectively,
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III. THE SELF-CONSISTENT-FIELD PROCEDURE
To obtain the ground-state energy, the electronic energy is minimized in a self-consistent manner through the selfconsistent field (SCF) procedure. The following description will only consider a basic formulation that is required to later discuss all options of self-consistent and approximate embedding schemes.
Quantities that do not depend on the density matrix P are evaluated before the iterative part of the SCF procedure starts. Apart from the one-electron matrix H whose elements were defined in Eq. (5), this is the overlap matrix S, with elements
Depending on hardware constraints, the two-electron repulsion integrals in the atomic-orbital basis, which are required for the evaluation of the Coulomb and exchange matrices in Eqs. (7) and (8), may be precalculated as well. As a starting point for the minimization, an initial density matrix P (0) is to be determined, for which various options exist (e.g., superposition of atomic densities, extended Hückel theory guess, basis set projection, or the diagonalization of the one-electron matrix H). Then, in the n-th iteration step, the Fock matrix
] is calculated from the density matrix of the previous step,
The generalized eigenvalue problem of the RoothaanHall equation 99,100 is solved to obtain the n-th approximation to the eigenvector matrix C (n) and to the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues (n) ,
This can be achieved by converting it to the ordinary eigenvalue problem
The molecular orbitals are defined by the eigenvectors in the atomic-orbital basis B chosen,
The orbital energy of the molecular orbital ξ (n) i corresponds to the diagonal entry (n) ii in the eigenvalue matrix (n) . The N occ molecular orbitals with the lowest orbital energies enter the Hartree-Fock determinant (in the restricted formalism, N occ is equal to half the number of electrons N el ). From the matrix C (n) occ of occupied eigenvectors,
a new density matrix P (n) ,
is calculated.
As convergence criteria can serve the Frobenius norm of the difference between two consecutive density matrices,
and between total electronic energies calculated from them,
to be below a predefined threshold. If the procedure has not yet converged, a new iteration step will begin where the new density matrix P (n) is injected into the calculation of the next Fock matrix
We implemented all procedures discussed in this paper into a local version of PySCF 1.5b 101 . The Def2-SVP
102
basis set was chosen for all calculations carried out in this work, which are all carried out in the Hartree-Fock approximation (all molecular structures are provided in the supporting information). At the example of formaldehyde, Fig. 1 shows the structure of the Fock matrix F, eigenvector matrix C, density matrix P, and overlap matrix S, to which we later compare transformed matrices emerging in the embedding approaches.
IV. FOCK MATRIX BLOCK-DIAGONALIZATION
In this section, we introduce a general decoupling approach that eliminates interactions between subsystems of a molecular system at the matrix level. This then allows for separate treatments of subsystems. Decoupling is achieved through two subsequent matrix transformations: first an orthogonalization of the basis, then a block-diagonalization of the orthogonalized Fock matrix. In comparison with orbital localization schemes, which prepare the one-electron basis and then evaluate the operator matrices in this tailored basis, we manipulate the operator matrices to achieve exact block-diagonalization and then obtain basis states that are localized on either subsystem, but not necessarily localized within this subsystem.
A. Transforming the basis
We first elaborate on the implications of a modified basis for the SCF procedure. As we will consider cases where the transformation would be required in each iteration step, we include the superscript '(n)' for the SCF iteration steps.
A transformation matrix W transforms the initial basis set B = {φ i } into the new basis setB = {φ i },
A matrix representation A of an operatorÂ in the new basisB can then be expressed through the congruent transformation,Ã = WAW T .
It might be not convenient to evaluate the expressions for the transformed Fock matrix in terms of the transformed density matrixP in the basisB as it is necessary to introduce additional transformation steps into the SCF iterations:
With a Fock matrixF (n) in basisB that is evaluated from the transformation of the original Fock matrix F (n) ,
the Roothaan-Hall equation becomes
or expressed in terms of the transformed matrix quantities,F
. Solving this new generalized eigenvalue equation yields the transformed molecular orbital coefficient matrixC (n) and the eigenvalue matrix (n) .
The occupied eigenvector matrixC (n) occ is constructed as before and the transformed density matrixP (n) is calculated from the transformed eigenvector matrixC (n) ,
The density matrix P (n) in the original basis B can be recovered by a back-transformation ofP (n) ,
This back-transformation is necessary because it would be inefficient to evaluate a new transformed Fock matrixF (n+1) from the transformed density matrixP (n) directly because of the 4-index transformation required for Eqs. (7) and (8) . Hence, the calculation of the new transformed Fock matrixF (n+1) may be more efficiently achieved by a sequence of backward and forward transformations,F
B. Partitioning of the system
In most of the following, we consider a subdivision of a molecular system into two parts, denoted subsystem (S) and environment (E). However, an extension to an arbitrary number of subsystems (including hierarchical subsystem nesting) is also discussed.
In this work, subsystem and environment are chosen according to a partitioning of the atom-centered basis set B into the subsets B S and B E , such that
The subsets B S and B E consist of n S and n E basis functions, respectively. It is convenient to order the basis functions φ i , assigning the index i such that they consist of two contiguous groups, pertaining to the subsystem and the environment. This leads to the following definition for the subsets B S and B E ,
This ordering ensures that every matrix representation A of an operatorÂ can be split into distinct subblocks,
The subblocks A 11 , A 12 , A 21 , and A 22 are of size N S ×N S , N S ×N E , N E ×N S , and N E ×N E , respectively. Whenever we encounter block-diagonal matrices where it is possible to assign each block to either the subsystem or the environment, we will denote the diagonal blocks as A S and A E ,
It should be noted that whilst we pursue an atom-wise partitioning in most of this work, it is possible to have any kind of partition of the basis set B -even basis functions centered on the same atom can be partitioned into both B S and B E if deemed useful (consider, for example, core-valence separations). If the ordering of the basis functions differs from the specification above, it will be trivial to construct permutation matrices which will produce a block structure according to this partitioning scheme.
C. Orthogonalization of the overlap matrix
We now transform the generalized eigenvalue problem in Eq. (16) into an ordinary eigenvalue equation. This can be done with Löwdin's symmetric orthogonalization 103 , a congruent transformation,
with
As it is well known, we arrive at a transformed eigenvalue equation,
which can be rewritten as,
with the definition of the transformed Fock matrixF = XFX T and its eigenvector matrixC = S 1 2 C. The transformed Fock matrixF is hermitian. The diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues is invariant under this transformation. The structure of the matrices in Fig. 1 after orthogonalization is depicted in Fig. 2 .
D. Block-diagonalization of the Fock matrix
At the heart of our decoupling method is a transformation matrix Q separating subsystem and environment at the matrix level. To this end, we seek to transform the Fock matrixF to a basisB in which it assumes a blockdiagonal form,F
Here, the block-diagonalization matrix Q needs to be unitary. Otherwise, the eigenvalues will not be invariant and the resulting block-diagonal Fock matrix will not be hermitian.
Such a block-diagonalization is not unique. Given that a matrix Q block-diagonalizes the matrixF, then any matrix DQ, with a unitary block-diagonal matrix D, also transformsF into a block-diagonal form,
This means that the transformation matrix Q can, in principle, only be determined up to a unitary blockdiagonal matrix.
In addition to the non-uniqueness of the blockdiagonalization matrix Q, there also exist multiple algorithms to determine such a matrix. For example, one may subject the Fock matrixF to subsequent Givens rotations 104 to eliminate those off-diagonal matrix elements which represent the system-environment coupling. This is essentially equivalent to the Jacobi eigenvalue algorithm 105 , targeting only elements in the off-diagonal blocks. However, this iterative procedure is tedious and may have difficulties to achieve off-diagonal blocks to be sufficiently close to zero. Another example is the Householder block-diagonalization algorithm in which block reflectors are applied in an iterative fashion to eliminate off-diagonal blocks. 106 However, it suffers from the same shortcomings as the Jacobi algorithm. Also, all of these algorithms do not offer any kind of control and physical insight into how the subsystem and environment are separated from one another.
In an attempt to obtain a well-defined blockdiagonalization matrix Q we require it to fulfill additional constraints. For practical purposes it may be most convenient to have a transformed basisB that is as close as possible to the initial basisB. This means that the block-diagonalization matrix Q is as close as possible to the identity matrix,
Orthogonalized Fock matrixF, eigenvector matrixC, density matrixP, and orthogonalization matrix X (from left to right) of a Hartree-Fock calculation for formaldehyde. Color coding as in Fig. 1 and for X we have a range of −1 to 1.
Under these circumstances, matrices will be subject to minimal changes upon such a transformation, leaving their matrix structure mostly intact. Subsequent approximations that are based on such a minimal-effect separation scheme can be expected to feature smallest errors.
In the following, we discuss how such a minimal-effect block-diagonalization matrix Q can be constructed for which the condition in Eq. (45) has been proven to be fulfilled by Cederbaum et al.
107
First, we express the block-diagonalization in Eq. (41) in terms of the eigenvectorsC andC,
withC = QC. Since the transformed Fock matrixF is block-diagonal, we may also write the eigenvector matrix C in a block-diagonal form,
This means that the first N S eigenvectors ofC are transformed into a basisB in which they are located entirely on the transformed subsystem basis functions ofB S . Accordingly, the last N E eigenvectors ofC are transformed such that they are located entirely on the transformed environment basis functions ofB E . This assignment of eigenvectors implies that the eigenvector matrixC may be written in terms ofC S andC E , such that
The partitioning of the basisB into the subsetsB S and B E is defined analogously to Eq. (34),
Rewriting the block-diagonalization of the Fock matrix in terms of the eigenvectors greatly simplifies the problem of determining the block-diagonalization matrix Q.
It also offers an additional layer of control considering the composition of subsystem and environment. Since the order of eigenvectors in an eigenvector matrix is arbitrary, we can freely choose which eigenvectors ofC are projected into the subsystem or the environment basis.
To proceed with a unique construction of the blockdiagonalization matrix Q, we need to specify how eigenvectors fromC are assigned to either the subsystemC S or the environmentC E . In this work, eigenvectors are assigned according to a simple localization scheme. For each eigenvector c i there exists an associated localization function f i describing by how much the first N S basis functions of the orthogonalized basis contribute to the corresponding molecular orbital. The localization function employed in this work is given by,
It is, of course, possible to construct other localization functions that could be used to assign eigenvectors to either the subsystem or the environment. Then, the eigenvector matrixC is constructed as,
where the eigenvectors are sorted in a descending order according to their localization function, such that
This eigenvector ordering ensures that the N S eigenvectors with the highest localization function are present in C S and the remaining eigenvectors are present inC E .
Now that the eigenvector assignment has been discussed, we can continue with the construction of the unitary block-diagonalization matrix Q. In the approach by Cederbaum et al. 107 , it is constructed as a product of two matrices Q R and Q BD ,
This splits the procedure into two steps. First, matrix Q BD block-diagonalizes the eigenvector matrixC. Then, the matrix Q R renormalizes the transformation, guaranteeing that the total block-diagonalization matrix Q is unitary. The matrix Q BD takes on the form,
It block-diagonalizes the eigenvector matrixC,
Inspection of the off-diagonal blocks which are supposed to vanish, yields the following solution for U,
Note that this matrix U can be constructed from either the subsystem eigenvectorsC S (asC 11 andC 21 ) or the environment eigenvectorsC E (asC 12 andC 22 ). A proof of this equality can be found in Appendix A. The renormalization matrix Q R is then given by,
Finally, the block-diagonalization matrix Q reads,
In the literature concerning this kind of blockdiagonalization, [107] [108] [109] [110] there exist multiple notations for the actual form of the block-diagonalization matrix Q. In Appendix B we show that all of these different representations are in fact identical. Whereas Löwdin's transformation is a minimal orthogonalization, the Cederbaum scheme represents a minimal transformation in the sense that the new basis is as similar as possible to the old one. It is therefore no surprise that orbital localization schemes have been considered in the literature 111, 112 that are based on a Cederbaumtype transformation, which relates to our approach here, but focuses on the preparation of particular basis states rather than on the block-diagonalization of the Fock matrix. Interestingly, Ref. 112 notes that the Cederbaum scheme can be efficiently evaluated with techniques developed for the exact decoupling of the Dirac Hamiltonian, however without considering further implications on the relation of relativistic exact decoupling to a general embedding approach such as SSUB introduced here.
The total transformation matrix W transforming the original Fock matrix F into the block-diagonal formF then takes the form
Note that this transformation matrix W is, in general, not unitary. The diagonal blocksF S andF E are given byF
The one-electron matrixH and the two-electron matrix V are transformed in the same way as the Fock matrix F. However, these matrices are in general not blockdiagonal, only their sumF is. Fig. 3 provides a graphical representation of the transformed matrices from Fig. 1 .
We already note at this stage that the approach by Cederbaum et al. closely relates to relativistic exact twocomponent methods, which we discuss later in this work. We will also show how the system-environment separation according to this scheme can be generalized toward an arbitrary number of subsystems. Because of these facts, we underline the general applicability of the unitary block-diagonalization approach by assigning the general term 'subsystem separation by unitary blockdiagonalization' or SSUB (to be pronounced 'sub') to this approach.
E. Partitioning into an arbitrary number of subsystems
In the previous section, we considered a separation of a Fock matrix into two subsystems. Starting from one of these subsystems, we may apply another unitary blockdiagonalization step, which separates the subsystem into another two subsystems. Clearly, this allows one to split a total system into any number of subsystems. This process is only limited by the finite number of basis functions, which, in the limit, corresponds to the exact diagonalization of the Fock matrix, which has been the starting point for the construction of the unitary transformation matrices.
In the following, we discuss the technicalities of the separation of the system into multiple subsystems, following the formalism elaborated above. The system shall be separated into k subsystems, denoted by S i each. Each subsystem consists of N Si basis functions. This generalization of the bipartition in section IV B leads to the following partitioning of the basis,
The eigenvectors in eigenvector matrixC are localized such that they are located on the respective parts of the
The transformed Fock matrixF, eigenvector matrixC, density matrixP, and transformation matrix W (from left to right) resulting from the matrices depicted in Fig. 1 . The block-diagonalization procedure was applied to decouple the oxygen atom from the other atoms of formaldehyde. Color coding as in Fig. 1 and for W we have a range of −1 to +1.
system. Unfortunately, it is not trivial to assign each eigenvector to a single subsystem when partitioning the system into multiple subsystems. A detailed description of how this was done in this work can be found in Appendix C. Analogously to the partitioning in Eq. (48), this means that the eigenvector matrix can be written as,C
where each of these eigenvector matricesC Si consists of N Si eigenvectors. This ordered eigenvector matrix is then blockdiagonalized into k subsystems by a sequential application of a block-diagonalization matrix. The total blockdiagonalization matrix Q can be written as the product of each of these individual transformations,
Here, each block-diagonalization matrix Q (i) produces the diagonal blockC Si . For the intermediary eigenvector matricesČ (i) , we can write a recursion relation,
Each intermediary eigenvector matrixČ
(i) can also be written as,
From this representation of the intermediary eigenvector matrices, we can construct the transformation matrix
with the matrix subblocks Q 
The matrix U (i) , which is required for the construction of the transformation matrix Q (i) can be expressed (in analogy to Eq. (57)) in terms of the intermediary subsystem eigenvector matrixČ
where the subscripts 'D' and 'L' denote the N Si ×N Si diagonal block and the remaining lower off-diagonal block of the matrixČ
With this recursive scheme, it is now possible to construct a block-diagonalization matrix Q which blockdiagonalizes the Fock matrix into k subsystems. Two such sequential steps were carried out to arrive at a decomposition of formaldehyde into three subsystems: the oxygen atom, the carbon atom, and the two hydrogen atoms (see Fig. 4 ). As another example, we considered a core-valence separation. The subsystems consist of the eigenvectors that describe the two 1s-like molecular orbitals of the carbon and oxygen atoms and of all other orbitals (shown in Fig. 5 ).
The transformed Fock matrixF, eigenvector matrixC, density matrixP, and transformation matrix W (from left to right) of formaldehyde, in which three subsystems were separated from each other: the oxygen atom, the carbon atom, and the hydrogen atoms. Note that the hydrogen subblock of the density matrixP vanished. This is because the eigenvectors which were assigned to this subsystem during the localization procedure are not occupied. Instead, the occupied eigenvectors which contributed to the hydrogen atoms are now entirely located on the carbon-atom subsystem. Note that this does not correspond to a charge transfer as it is simply a matter of representation in the transformed basis. The color code is as in Fig. 3 . FIG. 5. The transformed Fock matrixF, eigenvector matrixC, density matrixP, and transformation matrix W (from left to right) of formaldehyde, in which the core eigenvectors of the carbon and oxygen atoms were separated from the rest of the system. This is an example of explicit core-valence separation. The color code is as in Fig. 3 .
V. EXPLOITING THE BLOCK-DIAGONAL STRUCTURE IN AN APPROXIMATE SCF PROCEDURE
We now proceed to introduce an approximate SCF scheme that avoids repeatedly solving the eigenvalue problem for the whole system. The scheme is based on the block-diagonalization of the Fock matrixF, leading to an advantageous representation of the eigenvalue problem encountered in the Roothaan-Hall equations.
With the initial density matrix P (0) an initial Fock matrix F
(1) can be constructed. Following the steps laid out in a previous section concerning block-diagonalization, we obtain the total transformation matrix W = QS from this Fock matrix F (1) . In general, this step will be computationally expensive, since it involves (i) solving the eigenvalue problem for the whole system and (ii) diagonalizing the overlap matrix for the calculation of the inverse of its square-root required for Q in Eq. (60) . Clearly, computational advantages will only emerge for subsequent steps performed for a subsystem only rather than for the total system. In principle, this SCF procedure follows the same steps as the SCF procedure with a transformed basis in section IV A. However, the computational disadvantages arising from the additional forward and backward transformations in the exact formulation are alleviated by an advantageous representation of the eigenvalue problem, in which the dimension of the problem is significantly reduced:
A. An approximate SCF procedure
The transformed Fock matrixF (n) is obtained by transforming the Fock matrix F (n) with the transformation matrix W. Since the Fock matrix varies throughout the SCF procedure, exact block-diagonalization would require the construction of a block-diagonalization matrix Q in each iteration step. This requires the solution of the full eigenvalue problem and subsequent matrix inver-sions and therefore the repeated evaluation of the blockdiagonalization matrix Q would be computationally inefficient. However, if we can construct a sufficiently good initial density matrix (such as one taken from a calculation on a very similar molecular structure as, for instance, encountered in structure optimizations or first-principles molecular dynamics trajectories), we may expect changes in the Fock matrix over the course of the SCF procedure to be comparatively small. Then, the initial transformation matrix W can be kept over the course of a calculation and still block-diagonalize the resulting Fock matrices sufficiently well. If the initial density matrix P (0) deviates too much from the converged one, the proposed scheme will fail to find the self-consistent solution.
The diagonal blocksF
E can be evaluated as in Eqs. (62) and (63), respectively. However, if we assume the environment to change much less than the subsystem, we may leaveF
Note that such an assumption may later be lifted in alternating freeze and thaw cycles.
Transforming the Roothaan-Hall equation with the transformation matrix W = QS 
Since the transformed Fock matrixF (n) is block-diagonal, the whole eigenvalue problem assumes a block-diagonal form,
This allows us to separate the eigenvalue problem into two smaller eigenvalue problems
both of which can be solved separately. However, if we setF
E , the second eigenvalue problem need not be solved as its solution has already been obtained for the construction of W. The eigenvector matrixC can be stored for later use. Therefore, it is sufficient to solve the subsystem eigenvalue problem in Eq. (75) .
Selecting the occupied eigenvectors follows the standard SCF procedure. N occ eigenvectors with the lowest corresponding eigenvalues are occupied with electrons. As the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the block-diagonal Fock matrixF (n) can be assigned to either the subsystem or the environment, it is possible to construct the occupied eigenvector matricesC (n) S,occ andC (n) E,occ from the eigenvector matrix blocksC
The transformed density matrixP (n) is calculated from the occupied eigenvectors according to Eq. (28). This matrix is block-diagonal since the eigenvector matrix C (n) occ takes a block-diagonal form. In terms of the occupied eigenvector matricesC
The density matrix P (n) is obtained through backtransformation of the transformed density matrixP (n) . Since the transformed density matrixP (n) is blockdiagonal, the back-transformation in Eq. (29) can be simplified to yield the density matrix P (n) ,
Note that it will be possible to precompute the terms arising fromP (n) E , if this part of the transformed density matrix is kept constant throughout the SCF procedure (for a frozen environment).
As an example, we chose a simple structure that represents a typical embedding situation, i.e., a solute surrounded by solvent molecules; here, an acetonitrile molecule surrounded by seven water molecules. A standard HF calculation is carried out on the initial equilibrium structure to obtain a converged density matrix. Then, one of the C-H bonds is elongated. For the subsequent structures with the elongated C-H bond, both a standard SCF calculation (as a reference for the exact electronic energy) and a calculation in the approximate SCF procedure exploiting the block-diagonal form of the transformed Fock matrix with a frozen environment of seven water molecules are performed. For the approximate calculation, the initial density matrix is taken from the converged calculation on the equilibrium structure performed initially. This allows us to demonstrate how large a structural perturbation may be in order for the approximate SCF to be sufficiently accurate. The results of the calculations for the perturbed structures are summarized in 
B. Reducing the number of integrals in the two-electron matrix
The Fock matrix
] is calculated from the density matrix P (n−1) . When evaluating the two-electron matrix V (n) = V[P (n−1) ] it is possible to introduce approximations that make it possible to drastically reduce the number of required two-electron integrals.
If subsystem and environment are well separated (either with respect to molecular structure in real space or in Hilbert space indicated by some energy gap), it will be possible to reduce the number of two-electron integrals required. This may facilitate the evaluation of the twoelectron matrix V (n) = V[P (n−1) ] after the first SCF iteration step.
First, improvements in efficiency may be achieved by leaving the coupling and the pure-environment blocks of the density matrix P unchanged,
If P (n) is approximated as shown above, it is not necessary to re-evaluate certain terms of the two-electron matrix in each SCF iteration step. For example, the Coulomb matrix J (n) we may approximate as
with the correction δJ ij collecting all terms that are not purely subsystem-dependent and may be evaluated only once in the beginning of the SCF procedure,
An analogous expression can be written for the exchange matrix K (n) . For the exchange-correlation matrix V xc in a KS-DFT framework, the approximation will take a slightly different form as only parts of the electron density do not need to be reevaluated,
In addition, the two-electron matrix V (n) can be approximated by restricting the iterative re-evaluation to certain matrix elements of V (n) only, most conveniently those in the V (n) 11 block,
which even further reduces the number of two-electron integrals to be evaluated.
VI. PROJECTOR-BASED EMBEDDING THEORY
We are now in a position to discuss the embedding of a subsystem described by a high-level theory within the low-level mean-field method. This allows us to directly relate our work to the recent work by Miller, Manby, and co-workers as well as to Huzinaga and Cantu 55 and Hégely et al. 66 . These embedding methods are based on an augmentation of the Fock operator with a projection operators. Therefore, we refer to them as projector-based embedding methods.
For projector-based embedding methods, an initial calculation on the whole system with a low-level DFT method is usually carried out. Quantities from this initial calculation are denoted with a superscript (0) . Then, the resulting eigenvectors in the eigenvector matrix C (0) from this initial calculation are localized in such a way that they can be assigned to either the subsystem or the environment. This produces C (0) S and C (0) E , which introduce a corresponding separation in the density matrix P (0) , being the direct sum of the two density matrices P (0) S and P (0)
which implicitly assigns a number of electrons to the subsystem and the environment.
In the following, we seek the self-consistent solution of a composite Fock matrix F comp , mixing the two mean-field methods,
In projector-based embedding methods, it is required that the new subsystem eigenvectors in C S are orthogonal to the environment eigenvectors in C
E (which are kept constant),
The expression for the electronic energy of such a composite calculation is given by,
To ensure that orthogonality is preserved, the Fock matrix has to be modified even further such that its eigenvectors include the eigenvectors in C
E . This is done by augmenting the Fock operator with projection operators. In that case, solving the eigenvalue equation for this new Fock matrix F will lead to subsystem eigenvectors C S that are necessarily orthogonal to those of the environment. Such modified Fock matrices F were proposed by Miller, Manby, and co-workers 61, 63 ,
and also by Huzinaga and Cantu 55,66 ,
Whereas the former is approximate, the latter is exact. The factor µ introduced in the Miller-Manby Fock matrix F MM can be understood as an energy shift which is applied to the molecular orbitals of the environment. In principle, in the limit of µ tending to infinity, exact results can be obtained. However, due to numerical issues, it is recommended to use values for µ of a few thousand Hartree. The Huzinaga-Cantu matrix F HC commutes with the matrix SC E . We present an intuitive (but by no means rigorous) way to rationalize how these environment eigenvectors are recovered and how the energetic shift can be understood.
First, we realize that the generalized eigenvalue problem for F comp in the Roothaan-Hall equation in Eq. (16) can also be written as,
Splitting this representation of F comp into its subsystem and environment parts yields,
By adding the term µSC
Assuming that C (0) E ≈ C E and that for all eigenvalues | ii | µ holds, we arrive at
Since µ is such a large number (usually a few orders of magnitude larger than the largest eigenvalues), the eigenvectors C
E dominate the matrix F MM . In this representation, it is easy to see why µ is also referred to as an energy shift applied to the environment eigenvectors.
Interestingly, the projector-based embedding approach can be used in conjunction with our approximate SCF procedure. As noted in section V, in the approximate SCF procedure the same transformation matrix W may be applied throughout the whole procedure. Since the Fock matrix changes during the optimization, the blockdiagonalization is not exact, introducing errors. However, this is not the case for the modified Fock matrices F MM and F HC . Since the environment eigenvectors C (0) E are kept constant, exact block-diagonalization can be achieved for the whole SCF procedure. This implies that once the transformation matrix W has been calculated from the eigenvectors C projector-based embedding methods can be applied, solving the eigenvalue problem for the subsystem only.
We may now compare the Miller-Manby embedding method with the approximate block-diagonalized variant suggested in this section. We chose again formaldehyde and partitioned it by cutting through the C=O double bond. This leaves us with a subsystem containing a single oxygen atom and the environment containing a carbon and two hydrogen atoms. The eigenvectors were localized according to the cost function in Eq. (51) . For the high-and low-level mean-field schemes we simply chose Hartree-Fock and density functional theory with the BP86 functional 113, 114 , respectively. We varied the parameter µ between 100 and 1000000 Hartree (values of at least a few thousand Hartree are recommended in Refs. 61 and 63) . The results are shown in Table I . For values of µ above 10000 Hartree, it is possible to obtain the reference energy up to within five decimals with the approximate method. 
VII. RELATION TO EMBEDDED MEAN-FIELD THEORY
The embedded mean-field theory 52 (EMFT) also aims at embedding a subsystem in an environment. EMFT is applied to describe the subsystem with a computationally expensive, high-level density functional within an environment described with a cheaper, lower-level density functional. Most importantly, in comparison to the projector-based embedding schemes, it is not necessary to calculate a self-consistent solution with the low-level method in advance.
A. Embedded mean-field theory
The EMFT Fock matrix is a composite Fock matrix combining high-and low-level mean-field theories,
While this seems somewhat reminiscent of the Fock matrix expression in the projector-based embedding approach introduced earlier, it is different. Here, F 11 [P11] denotes the F 11 block of a Fock matrix where only the subsystem block of the density matrix was used to evaluate all contributions,
This Fock matrix can be used in the SCF procedure as usual to obtain a self-consistent solution. In distinction to the projector-based embedding approaches in the previous section, no initial calculation on the whole system is required. Instead, both high-and low-level mean-field methods are converged to a self-consistent solution simultaneously. The EMFT energy expression takes the composite form,
B. EMFT with block-orthogonalized partitioning
After the introduction of EMFT, it became apparent that some EMFT calculations exhibit an unphysical collapse of the self-consistent solution. 54 This has been attributed to a mismatch in the functional forms of the high-and low-level density functionals employed.
54
The unphysical collapse manifests itself in a lowering of the electronic energy of several thousand Hartree. Also, electron population analysis reveals that the collapse is accompanied by extraordinarily high electron populations in the subsystem and environment blocks, Tr (P 11 S 11 ) and Tr (P 22 S 22 ), respectively. Since the total number of electrons is constant, large negative populations in the coupling blocks Tr (P 12 S 21 ) and Tr (P 21 S 12 ) are generated. As a consequence, other observables are also affected and can be wrong by several orders of magnitude (consider, for example, the dipole moment).
To prevent this collapse of the self-consistent EMFT solution it was modified to operate on a different partitioning of the system. 54 Instead of partitioning the system based on atomic orbitals, the scheme is applied in a blockorthogonalized basis (BOEMFT). This means that all matrix operators must be transformed accordingly. The transformation matrix W, which block-orthogonalizes the atomic orbital basis, is given by
Transforming a basis B into the basisB with this transformation matrix W according to Eq. (23) leaves the basis functions of the subsystem invariant. Therefore, the subsystem subblock A 11 is equal to the transformed subsystem blockÃ 11 of the transformed matrixÃ.
Since the transformation is a block-orthogonalization, the transformed overlap matrixS is block-diagonal,
In analogy to the EMFT Fock matrix in Eq. (96), the transformed BOEMFT Fock matrixF BOEMFT is constructed according tõ
Instead of the subblock P 11 of the density matrix, the transformed density matrix subblockP 11 is used. This is an approximation, producing a Fock matrix evaluated for unphysical subsystem electron densities.
The BOEMFT idea seems to resemble our approximate SCF procedure, with a basis transformation partitioning subsystem and environment. However, it is fundamentally different. In BOEMFT the transformation is only applied to prevent the unphysical collapse of the selfconsistent field procedure, whereas in our case it is the decisive starting point.
VIII. RELATION TO RELATIVISTIC DECOUPLING THEORIES
The block-diagonalization of Dirac-based Fock operators has been a desire for physical, formal, and numerical reasons as one wants to decouple electronic bound states from the negative-energy (continuum) states in order to arrive at variational electrons-only Hamiltonians suitable for applications in molecular physics and chemistry.
115
SSUB can be directly related to this blockdiagonalization of the one-electron Dirac operator 116 , which is very efficiently formulated in basis-set representation. In 2005, Jensen 117 proposed a scheme to decouple the negative-energy states (sometimes called 'positronic states') of the Dirac operator that avoids the involved algebra of Douglas-Kroll-Hess transformations.
118-120
This work was driven by the desire of rewriting the Dirac Hamiltonian for electrons-only problems without introducing approximations [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] [126] [127] . Jensen started from a free-particle Foldy-Wouthuysen transformed Dirac Hamiltonian, which in Douglas-Kroll-Hess theory is the mandatory first step 120 . However, his central idea then was to construct the unitary matrix for the block-diagonalization of the four-component Dirac-based Fock operator from its eigenvectors,
(where S and L refer to the small-and large-components of the molecular 4-spinors, respectively). It was then realized that the free-particle Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation can be skipped and Eq. (103) can be applied directly to the Dirac-based Fock operator [128] [129] [130] (written in terms of Dyall's modified Dirac equation 131 ). This approach was later called exact two-component (X2C) decoupling. 108, [128] [129] [130] [132] [133] [134] [135] As such, the X2C approach is identical to the blockdiagonalization approach used by Cederbaum et al. 107 earlier, but in a different context (cf. Eq. (57)). Caution is advised when comparing different notations for the block-diagonalization matrices of Eq. (60) with those encountered in the literature. [107] [108] [109] [110] At first glance, all of them seem to be slightly different, but they are, in fact, all equivalent.
X2C is usually viewed as a way to eliminate negativeenergy states that are separated from the 'electronic' states by twice the electron rest energy per electron in the system. This energy gap is huge because it depends, according to Einstein, on the squared speed of light times the rest mass of an electron. The reduction of 4-spinors to 2-spinors essentially requires the elimination of all smallcomponent basis functions. The contribution of these basis functions to 'electronic', i.e., positive-energy molecular 4-spinors are usually atom centered and mostly conserved in chemical reactions.
136 Accordingly, one is not surprised that, for physical reasons, X2C works so well at producing an effective electrons-only Hamiltonian for 2-component calculations. However, in view of SSUB this separation of electronic and positronic states is nothing but a system-environment embedding, in which the effect of the positronic states is folded into the one-electron two-component X2C Fock operator. Hence, no energy criteria need to be invoked to justify the separation of the negative-energy states, they are only required to identify the one-particle eigenstates whose spinor energies are smaller than twice the rest energy of an electron.
In fact, our analysis of SSUB shifts the focus from the physical picture to the actual mechanism in one-particle Hilbert space, which allows us to better understand the decisive approximations that are in operation in practical X2C implementations. SSUB applied to a fourcomponent Dirac-based Fock operator produces the X2C Fock operator, but requires all eigenvectors of the original four-component operator. This implies that the solution must already be known for the construction of a unitarily transformed operator (note the relation to the formal projection operators built from the eigenstates of the Dirac Hamiltonian proposed by Mittleman 137, 138 and Sucher 139 ; in particular, see Ref. 140) . In relativistic quantum chemistry this procedure is nevertheless advan-tageous as subsequent electron-correlation methods benefit largely from the elimination of the negative-energy spinor states in the (preparatory) four-index transformation, which also holds true for general embedding schemes based on SSUB-like ideas.
Approximate approaches are usually applied that restrict and/or model the contributions to the potential. Various such approximations were proposed to obtain approximate eigenvectors for the construction of the unitary matrix in Eq. (60) . The most popular one, which is also applied in standard applications of sequential DouglasKroll-Hess decoupling transformations 118 , is the complete neglect of all electron-electron interaction terms, which alleviates the problem of obtaining a transformed form of these terms. In other words, the iterative construction of the unitary matrix discussed in the context of the modified SCF scheme in section V is then avoided. The unitary transformation is then constructed from eigenvectors obtained by diagonalizing an approximate Roothaan-Hall equation with the external electronnuclei potential as the only potential. Naturally, attempts were made to improve on this restricted model by introducing mean-field potentials which affect the eigenvectors and, hence, the unitary block-diagonalizing matrix. 108, [141] [142] [143] As such, these approximate and popular versions of the X2C approach fall well into the class of approximate solutions that we discussed in section V above. In Fig. 7 , we demonstrate how relying only on the one-electron contributions of Eq. (5), i.e., neglecting all other potential-energy contributions to the Fock operator, affects the accuracy of the decoupling in general embedding schemes. In comparison to the relativistic case, we see that this approximation does not work very well. In the relativistic case, the eigenvectors are mainly dominated by the one-electron contributions (because of the huge energy gap separating positive-and negativeenergy states). In mean-field theory, this is not the case. The eigenvectors of the eigenvector matrix H and the Fock matrix F are fundamentally different. For this reason, the approximation fails when applied to the general case, where no large energy gap sustains it.
IX. APPROXIMATIONS FOR HUGE SINGLE-PARTICLE SPACES
We have mentioned in the beginning that we will not address the issue of how to construct large Fock matrices that can then be subjected to SSUB. However, given that one can construct very large Fock matrices (consider, for example, those in semi-empirical methods applied to molecular systems with thousands of atoms), the issue of diagonalizing them will be pressing. Whereas one may apply subspace diagonalization to such large Fock matrices (e.g., Lanczos or Davidson) and construct an approximate unitary matrix of reduced dimension, we may as well exploit approaches developed to cope with such situations for X2C approaches.
The preparation of the X2C operator for large molecules has prompted the development of approximate decoupling schemes at the level of the Hamiltonian itself.
144-146
A more accurate approximation is obtained at the level of the unitary transformation itself, which decomposes it into atomic blocks, 109, 110 
where I denotes a subsystem (typically an atom) for which one-particle eigenstates have been determined. which was called diagonal local approximation to the unitary decoupling transformation (DLU) in Ref. 109 and local unitary transformation (LUT) in Ref. 110 .
A. Local SSUB
Here, we introduce the concept of an approximative local construction of the block-diagonalization matrix Q, similar to the DLU and LUT schemes. Given the fact that two names, DLU and LUT, are in use in relativistic quantum chemistry for the same idea and that this idea is important in the more general context of SSUB we may propose to call it L-SSUB for local approximation to SSUB.
Fragmenting the Basis
The local construction of the block-diagonalization matrix Q is based on the partitioning of the basis B into k fragment bases B Fi , such that
Each fragment basis B Fi consists of N Fi basis functions. It can be partitioned into B Fi S and B Fi E , both of which are subsets of B S and B E , respectively,
The fragment basis should be chosen such that it captures the dominant interactions between subsystem and environment. However, this approximate scheme does not yield block-diagonal matrices. The color code is as in Fig. 3 .
Constructing the local block-diagonalization matrix
A fragment Fock matrix F Fi is constructed from a converged mean-field calculation employing the fragment basis B Fi only. For this mean-field calculation, a modified Fock operator may be applied, considering a subset of nuclei only, not taking those nuclei into account on which the basis functions are not located. This fragment Fock matrix is then block-diagonalized with the blockdiagonalization matrix Q Fi as outlined in section IV. If a fragment basis B Fi consists exclusively of subsystem or environment basis functions, the matrix Q Fi becomes the identity matrix.
With all fragment block-diagonalization matrices Q Fi , the local block-diagonalization matrix Q F can be constructed in analogy to Eq. (104),
However, this local block-diagonalization matrix Q F cannot be applied to the Fock matrix F directly.
The matrix Q F , is implicitly set up in a basis in which the order of basis functions is permuted. LetÔ be an operator that reveals the order of a set in terms of its subsets. While the basis order of the basis B, in which the Fock matrix F is represented, is given bŷ
the fragmented basis B F has the following order,
While it seems to be complicated to convert the Fock matrix F to its fragment basis representation, it can actually be done with a rather trivial permutation. Therefore, in order to block-diagonalize the Fock matrix F with the local block-diagonalization matrix Q F , we first need to transform the Fock matrix F into the fragment basis representation with the permutation matrix K. Afterwards, the block-diagonal Fock matrixF is recovered in the original basis B by an inverse permutation,
This implies that the total block-diagonalization matrix Q in the basis B can be constructed as,
which block-diagonalizes the Fock matrix directly.
Quantifying approximate block-diagonalizations
Since the local block-diagonalization is only approximate, we need to introduce some sort of measure that allows us to analyze the quality of the resulting blockdiagonalization. A naive approach to this is to simply inspect the off-diagonal blocks of the approximately blockdiagonal Fock matrixF . However, such a measure would depend on the nature of the particular system since the magnitude of the matrix elements in the Fock matrix depend on the potentials in the Fock operator. Here, we choose a diagonostic that has a more universal scope. It is based on a comparison between the eigenvectors of the approximately block-diagonalized Fock matrixF and the exact block-diagonalized Fock matrixF. I.e., the measure d i quantifies the similarity of the eigenvectorsc i and c i ,
which is 1 for identical one-particle states. To quantify the adequateness of a block-diagonalization for the whole system, we introduce the measure D, which is simply the average of all measures d i over all eigenvectors,
The closer this measure D is to 1, the higher the accuracy of the approximate block-diagonalization.
B. Example I: Structural separation
Results of the local SSUB scheme for the formaldehyde molecule in which the oxygen atom is separated from the other atoms are shown in Fig. 8 . The fragment basis for which the block-diagonalization matrix was determined consists solely of the basis functions centered on the oxygen and the carbon atom.
While this block-diagonalization is not exact, the decoupling scheme appears to decouple the most significant interactions and yields a Fock matrixF that for the most part is block-diagonal. However, the associated eigenvector matrixC and density matrixP show that there are interactions that could not be decoupled by this approach. This observation is also supported by a relatively low measure D = 0.9222. For certain eigenvectors, the measure d is even below 0.7, which indicates that the separation is not perfect.
C. Example II: Core-Valence Separation
Results of the local SSUB scheme for a core-valence separation applied to the formaldehyde molecule, in which the carbon and oxygen 1s-like molecular orbitals are separated from all other orbitals, are shown in Fig. 9 . The basis was split into three fragment bases. The first fragment basis consisted of the basis functions centered on the oxygen atom, the second one of the basis functions centered on the carbon atom. The remaining hydrogen basis functions constitute the third fragment basis. In this example, the transformed Fock matrixF shows a perturbed block-diagonal structure. However, the relatively high measure D = 0.9998 implies that the separation was in fact successful.
X. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we described a block-diagonalization approach directed toward an arbitrary separation of a single-particle basis to define subsystems in a very general way, which we call subsystem separation by unitary block-diagonalization (SSUB). The approach requires one calculation on the full system and as such it shares this disadvantage with embedding theories proposed by Manby and Miller and also with the relativistic exact two-component approaches. However, the disadvantage is made up for by exploiting computational efficiency for a subsystem in computational protocols that build upon a single-determinant solution. For instance, these subsequent steps of a computational protocol may involve a four-index transformation from the atomic orbital to a molecular orbital basis before a correlation calculation is considered. The latter is then significantly simplified for the subsystem (and usually would not have been possible for the total system, which is one reason for adopting an embedding approach).
The general nature of SSUB allows us to view the blockorthogonalization correction of EMFT from a more general perspective. Moreover, projector-based embedding can be simplified significantly without compromising the inherent exactness of the method in the limit for large energy-shift parameter µ. It also relates the field of embedding to very different ones such as electron-positron separation in relativistic quantum chemistry and purely electronic partitionings such as core-valence separation. As such, SSUB can be viewed as a framework for studying quantum system partitioning at the single-particle level in a general way.
We emphasize that a system separation by SSUB allows one to proceed with further calculations on the separated parts of the system. In particular, it is possible to consider more accurate and, hence, computationally more expensive ab initio calculations for a subsystem in the same spirit as in projector embedding and X2C theories. Apart from this, one may exploit SSUB to accelerate standard protocols (e.g., for the solution of the SCF general eigenvalue problem). In future work, we will therefore investigate a change of parameters for which the single-particle equations are formulated. In particular, for accelerating calculations on a subsystem, a change of the nuclear framework -as it occurs in structure optimizations, first-principles molecular dynamics, and interactive reactivity studies -represents such a change of parameters. This will require a thorough study of the transferability of the system-separating matrix transformations in order to assess when one may exploit a system separation, which has been obtained for some configuration, for related configurations. Moreover, a generalization to time-dependent quantum dynamics should also be promising . O1  C2  H3 H4  O  CH2  O1  C2  H3 H4  O1  C2  H3 H4 FIG. 8. The transformed Fock matrixF, eigenvector matrixC, density matrixP, and transformation matrix W (from left to right) of formaldehyde, obtained by decoupling the oxygen atom from the other atoms with a block-diagonalization matrix Q obtained from a local approximation. The fragment on which the decoupling is based upon consists of only the oxygen and carbon atom. While the transformed Fock matrixF appears to be block-diagonal, the eigenvector matrixC and density matrix P have off-diagonal contributions. The color code is as in Fig. 3 . FIG. 9. The transformed Fock matrixF, eigenvector matrixC, density matrixP, and transformation matrix W (from left to right) of formaldehyde, obtained by decoupling the 1s-like molecular orbitals of the carbon and oxygen atoms with a local approximation to the block-diagonalization matrix. The color code is as in Fig. 3 .
holds by considering the orthogonality of the eigenvector matrixC,
This implies that subsystem and environment eigenvectors are orthogonal, leading to the expression, 
from which Eq. (A1) immediately follows.
Appendix B: Representation of the block-diagonalization matrix Q
In the literature, [107] [108] [109] [110] there exist multiple representations of the block-diagonalization matrix Q. These representations are very similar to the expression in Eq. (60) and it is trivial to show that they achieve the exact same block-diagonalization. The different representations arise from the following different definitions:
1. The definition of the block-diagonalization as either 2. The definition of the block-diagonalization matrix Q as either
or
